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Bandmill Systems
Specs
 Available in sizes of 48”, 60”, 72”, 84”
 TS Manufacturing Bandmills provide greater cutting
accuracy resulting in reduced sawdust & improved
recovery
 High Strain - Hydraulic Strain system provides fast
response through a nitrogen charged accumulator
while providing stability and rigidity. The direct acting
strain system provides consistent strain response
throughout its travel, unlike ‘eccentric’ strain systems
that can overtravel and understrain a saw.
 Fabricated steel wheels allow for safer operation
 Available in vertical, slant, and horizontal arrangements
 Patented tilt and strain mechanism with less moving
parts and nitrogen charging offers the quickest
response times in the industry
 High strain system designed for over 35,000 lbs of strain
 Narrow, double column profile increases stiffness, and
decreases arbor stress to hold precision alignments
longer. Allows for close coupling in multi-saw layouts.
 Oversized arbors with double spherical roller bearings
 Hydraulic saw tracking via Pancake Cylinder with
Remote Sawyers Pendant

Options
 Centralized lubrication points or automatic grease
systems
 Hydraulically operated wheel guard
 Regenerative or disc braking systems
 Custom guide mounting, including swing away arms,
rigid guide arms and automatic guide positioning
 Machined steel slat bed or take away belt
 Spray mist lubrication system
 Available in vertical, slant, horizontal arrangements
 Narrow design ideal for multi saw systems
 Extended saw throat is available for specific
applications

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Bandmill Systems.
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Twin Saws

Options
 Outfeed with Fixed Tailing Belts
 Outfeed with Drop Tailing Belts for offbearer sorting
 Layover Roll Outfeed for cant processing
 Snapshot scanning

System Features

 Donut scanning

Available in Band or Circular Systems with these types:

 Reciprocating systems for multiple passes

 Sharp Chain System with auto-rotation

 Spiral Roll Tailing System

 Sharp Chain System with manual turn & skew rotation
 C-Frame System with manual turn & skew rotation
Also available in twin or quad setups (with or without
slabbing heads), with optimization and vertical edgers.

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Twin Saw Systems.
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Carriages

Our patented Accu-Chrome family of carriages have been in trouble free operation since 1988. This revolutionary design
offers reduced maintenance, increased precision and lower cost of ownership in comparison with conventional carriages.
In 2003, we introduced our revolutionary Accu-Chrome Generation 2 Series Carriage, offering narrower faces for better
taper control without dog pull out.

Accu-Chrome Specs

A Linear Carriage must be precise, durable, and reliable. TS Manufacturing Linear Carriages are built with exactly these
concepts in mind. Whether it is our reliable Boardmaster Series of carriages, or our state of the art, patented, Accu-Chrome
Series - precision, durability and reliability are standard.

Boardmaster Specs

The TS Accu-Chrome Carriage uses 360 degree solid
roundway bunk supports, providing the knee with
excellent precision that is not susceptible to the wear
variances of Gibb designs.
The entire carriage knee, including the dogging system,
is mounted to these precision machined roundways,
allowing for greater wear surface and longer durations
between maintenance than Gibb designs. The result
is a more precise carriage - necessary for modern
optimization. This also allows all wear plates to be
replaced without removing the bunk.

 Available in 36”, 42”, 48”, 54” travel
 Conventional or Slant configurations
 Board or Tong Dogging styles
 Sets within .002” accuracy
 Knee and dogging ride upon chrome roundways

Our present Boardmaster Series of carriages are
available in either hydraulic linear positioning, or electric
positioning; in flat or slant configurations, and with either
board or Tong Dogging styles. The Boardmaster family
comes standard in 36”, 42”, and 48” sizes with a variety
of available accessories.

 2 1/2” - 3 1/2” high tensile square axles

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Carriages.
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 Board or Tong Dogging styles
 Sets within .002” accuracy
 2 1/2” - 3 1/2” high tensile square axles
 12 - 17” diameter nickel, cast, alloy wheels or long life
poly wheels
 Linear hydraulic or electric positioning

 12 - 17” diameter nickel cast alloy wheels or long life
poly wheels for reduced track wear
 Linear hydraulic or electric positioning knees

 Available in 36”, 42”, 48” Straight or Slant designs

TS Manufacturing

2 Fleetwood Rd, Lindsay, ON K9V 6H4 Canada
Tel: +1 705 324 3762 | Fax: +1 705 324 6482
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Carriages
Chain Style Log Turner

Log Turner

Brownsville Turners

Carriage Accessories
 15” or 17” diameter wheels
 High strength poly wheels for long track life
 Cinch back system
 Onboard chain or Brownsville turners
 Hammer (clamp) dogging for large logs
 High pressure filters at each knee
 Cant Kickers (flipper or punch style)
 Automatic lubrication system
(not required for Accu-Chrome series)

Il.

 Dual pressure dogging system to inhibit fiber damage
 Hydraulic, AC, DC cable or shotgun drive systems
 Optimization systems from your vendor of choice

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Carriages.
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Resaw Systems

Options
 Available in vertical, horizontal or slant configurations
 Available with TS Manufacturing Hydraulic High Strain
or Air Strain Bandsaws
 Fed with simple drop feed and wishbone turners or high
speed infeeds using ducking headshafts and cross over
chains integrated with pop-up secondary linebars
 Stacked pneumatic, linear hydraulic, or linear electric
positioning systems
Resaws are the efficient production center of most sawmills. Whether you’re looking for a vertical linebar, horizontal, slant,
or multiple saw system, TS has the experience and capability to ensure a smooth flowing and low maintenance resaw.
Matching our class leading lumber handling capability with our precision bandsaws provides us the flexibility to provide the
system you require for long term productivity and efficiency. Whether it’s a simple infeed or fully automatic, feeding from
both sides complete with pre-grading system, TS has the combination of machinery and experience to provide you with the
most efficient system possible.
Outfeeds range from the conventional jump chain and splitter outfeed, to double length, Quad Resaw Tailing Systems, with
three separate discharge routings (from a single pass).
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 Fixed Position Press Rolls with pivoting pneumatic
cylinders or high speed ‘Flying Press Rolls’ on linear
positioning and self adjusting for cant thickness

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Resaws.
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Edger Systems

Manual Board Edger Systems

Optimized Board Edger Systems

TS Manual Board Edger Systems have been providing mills reliable edging for over 40 years. We manufacture 2 saw and
greater saw counts, including edgers with mini-clusters for minor gang capabilities. All TS Edgers are fully stress relieved
and line bored to ensure maximum in precision. The rollers are precision machined and easily accessible. We match our
edgers with a variety of tailer options to match your footprint and budget. Our Edger Systems are only available in integrated
safe setups, eliminating the danger common to more economical edger systems.
Available Specifications :
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 Up to 6” thick material standard

 Spiral Roll Outfeed

 From 30” to 24’ long length

 Shifting Roll Outfeed

 From 2 to 5 + saw configurations

 Paddle Tailer Outfeed with outfeed belt

 Driven or idler top press roll configurations

 Automatic Infeed with ‘hands free’ operation

 Maple safe knurled press rolls or Coleman inserted rolls

 Linear positioning, pneumatic stacked, or hydraulic saw
setworks

« Table of contents
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TS has been building Optimized Board Edger Systems since 1989. The wide variety of applications we have produced
include board edgers capable of over 52 boards per minute, as well as a variety of more custom applications for customers
with unique handling challenges.
All of our Optimized Board Edgers are available with a variety of saw positioning mechanisms, both guided and unguided
saws, as well as in multiple arbor configurations. Every Optimized Board Edger is matched with the correct infeed system,
including using pre-positioning tables for grade-edit, or being fed by TS’ patented multi-chain system.
Our Lineal board edgers utilize a completely open bottom saw box shifting on oversized ‘outside radius’ cam followers,
providing maximum ruggedness and simplicity. Ask your TS representative for more information.

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Edgers Systems.
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Edger Systems

Gang Edger Systems

Combination Edger Systems

TS Gang Edgers are available in both Single and Double Arbor configurations. Our proven track record of producing rugged,
durable Gang Edgers has been developed for over 40 years. We offer gangs in both conventional and curve-sawing setups.
Gangs are available in typically Bottom Arbor design, but can be provided as Top Arbor for shorter piece specifications.
Available Options:

TS Combination Edgers come in both transverse and lineal options. They share the features of our proven Board and Gang
Edgers in ruggedness and durability. The Lineal Combination Edger is able to process both straight sawing cants and curve
sawing cants. The board side of this edger can straight saw timbers or curve saw them for pallet applications.
Combination Edgers are available in both optimized and non-optimized systems with shifting or fixed clusters.

 Shifting clusters
 Thin kerf guided or regular kerf

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Edgers Systems.
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Unscramblers

TS Manufacturing’s Unscramblers are custom built to suit the application. Many people underestimate the importance of
a simple unscrambler, but they can be an overlooked efficiency killer. We start from your material specifications to provide
precisely the unscrambler you require, designing appropriate angles to maximize efficiency.
TS Unscramblers are ruggedly built with heavy duty frames and are constructed with ‘anti-jam’ pockets and special
depth control bars that take the impact within the pocket area. This reduces the impact on the panning to virtually zero,
and allows our taller bar height to carry wide boards over the top of the unscrambler while doing the majority of the
unscrambling from within the pocket area. This reduces breakage of fragile lumber.
 Conventional ‘Straight Back’ Unscrambler for narrow
piece sizes, or pivoting attachments for wider
piece sizes
 ‘Goose Neck’ Unscramblers for wide and random width
lumber singulation
 ‘S’ Style Unscramblers for gentle unscrambling and
single layer provisions
 Log Unscramblers / Jackladders for log applications
 Double compound angle bars to prevent pieces from
rotating in the unscrambler lengthways
 Cam systems for perfect singulation
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 Built in even end rollers for efficient even ending of
short pieces
 Unscramblers attached to roller lug even end transfers
 Coupled with TS’ Serpentine Drive Spiral Roll Discharge
Systems
 No wall, single wall or double walled designs
 Coupled to patented TS multi-chains for short coupled lug
loading without a lug loader
 Adjustable depth control arms for fixed thickness
unscrambling with maximum efficiency

 Lugged Unscramblers

 Extra chainways or bar systems depending upon the
material’s size

 Electronic singulation using pocket fill detection and
emptying detection for maximum efficiency

 Specially shaped bars for increased Unscrambler
efficiency on unedged flitches

« Table of contents
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Lug Loaders

Versa-Cam System

Ducking Hook Lug Loader

The TS Versa-Cam Lug Loader is a high speed lug loader with maximum versatility for both fixed width and random width
products. The Versa-Cam was specifically designed to handle the complexities of random width lumber. Able to load boards
from 3” to 24” wide at speeds in excess of 100 lpm, and able to lug load at rates excessing 200 lpm with more typical width
ranges - the Versa Cam is fast. This speed does not come with typical lug loader complexity however - it operates with a
simple stop and load mechanism. The accelerating tipple rises to load the board at the leading edge of the accumulation,
while its integrated stops hold back the subsequent board. The lowering hook stops reduce the distance the tipple needs to
rise by lowering out of the way of bowed or crooked pieces.

The Traditional Ducking Hook Lug Loader is a mainstay of many medium speed, Sawmill and Planer Mill Systems. This
loader utilizes friction speed up wheels and accelerating chains to accelerate the board away from the accumulation
behind it. The gap is detected by laser photocells that trigger the ducking hooks to raise up, hold the gap, and impede
subsequent boards. This results in a successful lug loading.

 The Overhead Press Rolls easily handle 4” of variation
in piece thickness for sawmill applications

 Overhead system driven by continuous belt without need
for couplings to change via reverse wrap around driver

 Tipples lifted by servo drive, allow for boards with large
splits to be easily processed

 Hooks are lowered by servo drive for precision timing

 Available with Ratio Driven Speedup Chains (standard)
or separately driven speedup chains (optional) for more
flexibility in piece size and back pressure control

 For random length material, a Split Shaft Hook System is
available to prevent long boards from being skew-loaded
behind short boards

 Hooks lowered by high speed pneumatic system

 Speedup wheels are available in machined knurling, high
speed ceramic abrasive or high durometer rubber lagging
to suit the application requirements

 The overhead frame lifts out of the way with pneumatic
pivot for easy clearing

 Tipples and hooks available in lower cost pneumatic
operated system for reduced up-front cost
 Easily handles most piece dimension ranges at high speeds

The Ducking Hook Lug Loader is ideally suited for speeds up to 75 lpm, or in scenarios using exceptionally wide boards or a
large range in thickness. It’s also ideal if budget constraints prevent the use of a Versa-Cam System.

 Chains bolt in - removable for access to speedup wheels
system for refurbishment of friction surface over time

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Lug Loaders.
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Grading Stations: From the Center

Center Grading - Walking Chains with Turner
This system allows graders to continue to walk the chains
with boards safely controlled by them, ensuring they don’t
become overwhelmed by the pace. These systems can also
be installed with a cantilevered stool allowing the grader
to operate from a seated position should they choose. This
system is good for 17 to 20 boards per minute.

Center Grading - Off Lug Fed

Single Grader - Center Grading
TS manufactures a variety of Grading Systems designed to
match your needs and requirements.
With one of the widest array of center grading options,
including sit down, walking on the chains, and stand-up /
stool configurations, we can help you achieve the grade
quality and production your system requires.
Our Grading Stations are available with integrated Grade
Scales, or a variety of scanning and measurement systems
for accurate information presented to the grader.
Center Grading Systems feature automated turning and
singulation control, ensuring consistent board spacing, and
allowing the grader to grade the boards at their own pace.
This self-pacing has resulted in a 4%+ uplift in grade values
at some installations.
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This system allows a reasonable surge of lumber to be
provided to the grader. It also allows them to see both faces
of the board from a seated position. The system lowers a
board onto a lugged transfer for grader operated trimming,
or for simple grade mark printing and computer tallying to
take place. The grader gets a good presentation and has
the ability to manually re-turn the board. This system is
capable of rates up to 22 boards per minute (though greater
rates are possible if fed with multi-chains).

Center Grading - Lugged Feed with Multi-Chains
We use our patented multi-chains to feed this grading
station. This results in higher pieces per minute due to
smoother control of the board as it transitions over the
station. The board specifications are easily determined
through the use of a measuring system in the lugs in front of
the grader. The grader is able to see both sides of the board
and can manually re-turn it with the assistance of a grading
stick. This system is capable 25+ boards per minute, and
can be short coupled as shown, with a multi-chain take
away. This allows higher rates of speed and center grading
with a short footprint.

www.tsman.com

Multi-Grader - Center Grading
When production demand increases, multiple graders are
often required. With stacked ‘waterfall’ style center grading
systems, it is still possible to have multiple (up to 4) graders
feed an Automatic Trimmer and Sorting System (bin or pull
chain); all without losing the automation benefits of modern
grading systems.
These systems require only one person to feed the
subsequent grading stations. The graders can be fed by
unlugged backpressure and a dealing wheel (as shown), or
with multi-chains and lugged feed for higher piece rates.

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Grading Stations.

All stations can handle a wide variety of boards, and are
offered with either manual or automatic returning systems.
Lugged feed systems can be integrated with overhead laser
lights on a shifting frame, offering precision ‘Maxi-Trim’
solutions to the grader for greater recovery and flexibility.
All stations can also be provided with a mobile grading seat,
that allows the grader to precisely position themselves over
the center of their boards.

TS Manufacturing
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Grading Stations: From the Center
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Grading Stations: From the End

Single Level - End Grading

Multi-Grader - End Grading

 Sloped Chains with Speedup Chains - Simple End Grading
for multiple graders that can move with the lumber, and
use the speedup chains to assist in turning the boards.
 ‘Shark Fin’ Grading Stations - Available in sloped and
unsloped chainways with single or multiple graders.
The boards are automatically turned for the grader.
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 Lugged Grading with Servo Turner - This turning system
can selectively turn pieces and doesn’t require the
proprietary lugs of the Shark Fin System. This results in
transfer savings through the integration of even end rolls
within the grading transfer.
 Unlugged Grading from the End - This allows multiple
graders to grade boards that are not on lugs. The result
is slower transfer speeds that can be coupled with board
spacing systems for ease of turning.

www.tsman.com

These systems allow multiple graders to operate above the
lug at a reduced lug speed for better high speed grading
quality. Many stations are available with automatic turning.
 ‘Shark Fin’ Above Lug Stations - This allows piece rates of
25 bpm + per grader with multiple graders in sequence.
 Sloped Table with Surge Hooks - These stations allow
for up to 22 bpm per grader and the grader can move with
the more difficult boards. Each board ‘stops’ for a good
inspection without motion at the hook stops.

 Table without Surge Hooks - these systems are capable
of greater rates than the surge hooked stations and are
able to fit more in a shorter footprint. Capable of 25+ bpm
per grader.
 Lugged Table with Inertial Turning - Capable of 60+ bpm
per station, with auto turning. A good system for high
speed dimensional grading.
 Lugged Table with Speedup Chains (not shown) - Capable
of 25+ bpm per grader, they allow the flexibility to move
with the board along the station, and assist turning along
their full travel.

Grading Stations: From the End
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Trimmers

Lineshaft Trimmers
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TS Lineshaft Trimmers have developed a reputation of high
production and low maintenance. Capable of servicing the
needs of Sawmills, Planing Mills, and Concentration lines at
speeds of 180+ lpm, they offer a versatile and simple system
for trimming lumber.

A common question about Lineshaft Trimmers is: How do
you make belt changes? The TS Lineshaft Trimmer ensures
that each belt is accessible without the need to remove
bearings. This is achieved via split mini-lineshafts between
bearing mounts. Each coupling allows access to 4 saws.

Our rugged Lineshaft Trimmer is built with a tubular
construction main frame, designed to withstand the rigors of
operating at 200+ lpm with high thickness ranges.

Integrated spare belt storage allows up to two belts to be
stored with each saw. This allows up to 8 spare belts to
be stored for each coupling, preventing the need for long
downtime in the rare occurrence of a belt failure. Belt
change is a quick and simple process - doable by a single
person in under 5 minutes.
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Each TS Trimmer is provided with an integrated ‘gull wing’
door system, (including pneumatically operated doors and
safety bar), ensuring the system can be safely accessed
when the pneumatics are isolated.
Available from 40-150+ hp, the sawbox is always able to
provide the required cutting power, increasing belt life in
high speed applications.

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Trimmers.

TS Lineshaft Trimmers typically have saw spacings from
1 to 2’ (300-600mm), but can be configured for less. For
challenging length requirements, we offer multiple sawbox
configurations (for Precision End Trimming) as well as flying
or adjustable 0’ saw arrangements.

TS Manufacturing
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Trimmers

An available feature of the TS Lineshaft Trimmer is the
mini-adjustable 0’ end lineshaft. This system is becoming
more popular as the drive for efficiency necessitates ever
more flexible solutions.

Modular design in the TS Lineshaft Trimmer allows for the
flexibility to meet demanding length specifications. The pictured
1’ saw spacing still provides rapid access for all belt and saw
changes.
The turbulent trimming environment is contained between the
saws and the waste conveyor by simple UHMW guarding. This
eliminates the potential for trim blocks to get into the belt and
pneumatic areas. Saw belts are easily accessed without
removing the guards.

A fixed down adjustable 0’ saw is the most basic way
to provide adjustable trim lengths to a lineshaft trimmer
without the more complex ‘raisable’ flying saw solutions.
Like all adjustable 0’ end saw systems, this system is
available as a manually adjusted ‘crank’ set point for
production run sets, or as a linearly adjustable precision
flying saw. In a flying application, the fixed down saw may
limit lug speeds.
For higher speed applications, the raisable flying saw
system offers the flexibility of precision end trimming with
near infinite trim capability (including infinite cut-in-two
solutions), without the need for a multi-sawbox solution.

www.tsman.com
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The integrated dust collection system includes access vents
around the flying saw to ensure fugitive dust is controlled.
The entire flying saw system runs on roundway slides for
low maintenance and long life, without the need for fragile
‘linear bearing’ systems in the trim box area.

Each ‘Maxi Trim’ or Flying Saw solution is powered by a
separate and guarded mini-lineshaft motor.

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Trimmers.
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For raisable saw systems, the cylinder and belts are
identical to the rest of the trimmer for interchangeability.

TS Manufacturing
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Trimmers

Infeed Options
TS Fenced Trimmers can be fed in a variety of ways:
For applications requiring a ‘cut-in-two’ solution, the
separately driven ‘make-a-lug’ transfer creates a lug space
without the need for clutch drives or other high maintenance
alternatives. This is done through a triple drive transfer
mechanism that makes empty lug spaces at 140+ lpm,
without the usual jerk seen in 2 stage make-a-lug systems.

Fencing Options

28

TS Trimmers offer fenceless ‘manual’ infeeds, flat fence, and
1-4 trailing arm linear fences as solutions to your footprint
and piece count requirements.

In both 1’ and 2’ spacing trimmers, the simple and effective
trailing arm system is a reliable, low cost, high performance
solution (150+ lpm).

For manual infeeds, TS fenceless systems are an excellent
option. For systems up to 45 lpm, the 2’ setback, flat fence
is available in both multi-stage pneumatic and linear
positioning options.

If required, a TS Trimmer can be provided with a more exotic
moving fence solution.
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For high speed optimized solutions with complex grading
requirements that can’t be satisfied by Automated Grading
Vision Systems, we offer a Grade Mark Reader in front of
an optimizer system. This system provides complex grading
zones for the optimizer in its pursuit of high value pieces.
For applications that utilize this advanced scanning
technology to detect out of spec lumber and send it to a
resaw for reprocessing, we offer a tipple in front of the

trimmer that can also be separately driven and serve to
‘make-a-lug’ for a ‘cut-in-two’ application. This allows
pieces to be re-sawn without being trimmed.
For systems without optimization that still require precision
length measurement, we offer a length sensing system
that is accurate to within 0.125”. This system also utilizes
opposed beam thickness measurement and snapshot width
measurement. On a reduced budget, TS photocells at 1’
increments, with an encoder, will get length and width data
for automated trim decisions.
We can couple grade mark readers with simple length
sensing and 3D optimization systems. Additionally, we can
provide systems that utilize fixed grades or grade input
consoles as other options to the grade mark reader.

Trimmers: cont’d »
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Trimmers

Miscellaneous Options Cont’d
 Cut-in-two hold back lift skids with or without overhead
frame system for holding back of 0’ end piece of a cut-intwo solution

Miscellaneous Options
 Overhead Printers on the Outfeed to provide ‘bin sorter’
functionality on a Pull Chain System. This provides either
simple ‘tally & sort’ info, or per piece data with Per Cart
Export Capable Ticketing.
 Multiple Printer System for either long board printing
or for non singulated ‘cut-in-two’ solutions with multiple
sorts on a Pull Chain System
 End Printers that print board and sort data on the end of
the board for single sided Pull Chain Systems
 Outfeed Even End Roll System - These flexible rolls can be
utilized for simple even ending, or for switching 0’ lumber
lines and automated end waxing

 Automatic End Waxing - Roll On Application

 Lugged Decline System

 Automatic End Waxing - Spray On Application for better
contact on untrimmed ends with logging marks still
possible (ideal in a maxi-trim environment where both
ends are not always trimmed)

 Tipple to Dual Outfeed System (over/under)

 Centering Roll Outfeed for center fed sorter systems

 Flow Reversing System - This utilizes a separately driven
lugged decline (c/w speedup chains), to bring the piece to
the front of the lug space and ensure a smooth transition
to the flow reversing system

 Outfeed ‘Fence’ with Lift Skids for variable 0’ lumber line
based upon piece data

 Canadian or ‘Valley’ Style Trimmer Systems - Ideal for
a Two Man Trimming System with lower production
requirements. Offers simple maxi-trim, cut-in-two and
flexible trim solutions, without requiring the additional
length of a Lineshaft Trimmer System.
 One Man Trimmer Systems - These include Pallet
Trimmers and One Man Trimmers similar to a Canadian
style trimmer system, but for even lower production
requirements

 Smart Tipple System for partial lug tippling
 Diverter System for multiple belts under a single tipple

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Trimmers.
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TS also manufactures other Non-Lineshaft Trimmer Systems.
These other Trimming Systems include:

 Simple Tipple for reman lumber

 Tipple System with cut-in-two hold back stop hooks
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Bin Sorter Systems

TS Manufacturing offers a variety of Bin Sorting Systems
customized to suit your application. Systems range from
the proven pusher lug or drag chain systems, to automatic
lumber cart filling and chop line sorting bins.
Every TS Bin Sorter is constructed with negative angle
bins, for jam free operation. Each bin is designed with
minimum 5:1 safety factors, for longevity and safety.
Each of these designs can be customized with a variety
of options including complete UHMW contact surfaces,
automatic bin discharge, and wireless remote discharge
consoles. Our ‘turn-key’ experience and in-house
engineering allow us to design your system to double as
building structure if desired. We vary the design based on
your material, piece counts and budget.
TS Sorters are installed in softwood mills, hardwood mills,
planing mills and flooring plants. They process soft and
high grade species and dimensional grade hardwood at
speeds of 150+ lpm.

Options
 UHMW lining on bin baskets, walls and soft discharge
 Soft discharge arms
 Lube-free nylatron sheaves for long cable life and
reduced maintenance
 Bin sizes to suit your package
 Integrated sorter roof truss
 Speeds up to 200 lpm
 Reinforced bins for handling timbers
 Complete lumber processing, handling and grading
systems available
 Remote discharge consoles
 Tray sorter systems are also available in single layer
and deep pile options

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Bin Sorters.
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Bin Sorter Systems
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Visit our website to find out
more about TS Bin Sorters.
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Tilt Hoists

Specs

Options

Package breakdown is an important component of
lumber handling systems. TS Tilt Hoists offer options and
customizations to suit every application.
With flat, full face panning standards on all tilt hoists,
stickered packages no longer have the tendency to get
jammed or break sticks. The high speed, fully guided,
single bore, double acting hydraulic cylinder offers
exceptionally quick cycle times. This double action,
guided cylinder offers reduced equipment fatigue, longer
cylinder life, and more consistent lifting capacity over
single action telescopic cylinder systems.
TS Manufacturing Tilt Hoists utilize design advantages
like equalizing chains (that eliminate potential problems
caused by unbalanced packages) or self-lubricating pivot
points (for reduced maintenance).

 Slide Discharge
 Lugged Decline Discharge
 Spill Table to Unscrambler Discharge
 Stick and Dunnage Handling System
 High Speed Linear Hydraulic System
(for less than 17 seconds between bundles)
 High Speed Electric Cylinder Tilt Hoists
 High Speed Electric ‘Servo’ Tilt Hoist - with full flat
fronts and similar lifting technology to the hydraulic
system
 Automatic tier detection
 Combination tilt hoist / bin dumping, up ender unit
 Double height package systems with dunnage handling

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Tilt Hoists.
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Stick Reclaims

Stick Reclaim - Sling Style

Stick Reclaim - Auto-Cart Fill

The TS Sling Style Stick Reclaim is an excellent system
with many options like cart loading and multiple sling
arrangements.

The TS Automatic Stick Reclaim (with auto-cart filling)
accommodates the highest production systems.
An integrated Broken Stick Dropout allows for short sticks
to be isolated. These dropout chainways can be adjusted to
the desired reject stick length.

The Sling Style System provides a gentle way to lower
sticks discharged from the unscrambler.
Multi-Sling Systems can be used for separating multiple
stick types, or for higher production systems. Sling Systems
incorporate fixed ‘broken sticker’ dropout zones and can be
upgraded to include adjustable ‘broken sticker’ dropouts.

The Auto-Cart Filling System uses a pneumatically operated
stick bumper for maximum cart fill. The standard system
has room for three carts, but can be elongated to provide
room for more. One cart is filling, one cart can be full,
and one cart is empty and waiting. Photocells detect cart
presence and fill and move them automatically.

All Reclaim Systems are available with options:
 Adjustable Broken Stick Dropout Chains

The broken sticker area uses a tilting hopper for easy
dumping.

 Stick Belt with or without pinch roller
 Landing Chains Section for better surge feed
 Cart Systems compatible with Automatic Stick Placer
Systems via ‘drop feed’ cart unloading
 Customized to suit existing carts

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Stick Reclaims.
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Stackers

Options

TS Manufacturing Stackers are custom designed for
specific applications, and incorporate our 40+ years
of lumber handling knowledge. Our Lumber Stackers
are available in electric or hydraulic models - based on
customer request. Their simple, rugged design is built
to meet the most demanding hardwood and softwood
applications with high flexibility and precision.

 Pneumatic or Servo Electric Fork Lift
 Box Piling System in front of the course makeup
 Tier pinch course makeup or lift table course makeup
 High Speed Servo Electric Air Gapping / Chimney
Stacking Peeler System

The stacker forks are lifted as part of the Carriage
System, preventing them from increasing in height as
they approach the package area. This consistent lift
mechanism prevents the rough ‘slapping’ that is common
on stackers with a fixed pivot lift, and provides a smoother
layer placement, resulting in better packages.

 Magazine Style Stick Placement System or Accu-Placer
Stick Placing System
 Magazine Style Lathe System
 Rollcase Hoist instead of fully flat arms

The TS Stacker is available with a unique Servo
Peeler System that measures the active layer width of
each course and adjusts its positioning to evenly and
automatically distribute the layer across the desired
course width.

 Continuous Stacking Hoist Arms

Sticker / Fillet Pockets and Pullback Forks are also
available for green stacking operations with manual
Sticker / Fillet placement.

 Complete lumber handling systems incorporating
package squeezing, end waxing, strapping, wrapping,
dunnage handling, etc.

The electric hoist can be upgraded to a servo motion lift
that reduces brake wear, and decreases time between
packages to as little as 11 seconds.

 Tally system interfacing and stacker package ticket
printing can be incorporated for automatic tier &
footage calculation (reporting to a database)

 Tier Bumping & Pull Back Fork Systems for random
width lumber
 Automatic End Waxing Systems

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Stackers.
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Stick Placers: Accu-Placer

The Standard Accu-Placer System
 The most accurate stick placing possible, even with
crooked, via its patent pending ‘accu-placing’ method
 Ensures consistent drying results with reduced lumber
deformation
 Patent pending ‘Total Stick’ Verification System ensures
accurate stick laying
 Sticks are verified until their final placement, ensuring
that there are no sticks on edge or missing in any layer

High Precision Accu-Placer
 Sticks can be placed on center from as little as 8”
spacing, with custom over length patterns, ensuring
they are placed precisely, and according to your
requirements
 Patterns can vary to suit your lumber specifications
 Retrofittable to nearly any stacker
 Capable of placing over 12 layers/minute

 Missing or rotated sticks are detected, rejected and
replaced automatically without operator interruption

 Patent pending Double Gripper System for perfect
centering of sticks every time

« Table of contents
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 High efficiency Stick
Unscrambler

 Overhead, belt driven carriage with electric servo drive,
produces high speed performance (12+ layers/minute)

 High-Speed Lug Loader

 Precision grippers detect missing or misoriented sticks
& auto-center the stick for optimum distribution
 Combination stick/tier bumper ensures even package
edge, reducing broken sticks by leaving a clean edge on
the bundle

www.tsman.com
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 2 strand, deep pile stick
chains, with containment
walls, allow loading from
carts or bundles

 Two strand presentation chains precisely center sticks
under Accu-Placer grippers

Visit our website to find out
more about the TS Accu-Placer.
Canada, US & International Patents Pending
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Stick Placers: Accu-Placer
Multiple Stick Types
The Accu-Placer can
be fed with multiple
stick types, eliminating
the ‘clean out’ between
stick change-ups.

Series 1: Automatic Stick Placing with Lug Loader
Series 1 Specs: Deep Pile Chains, Unscrambler, Tong Dog Lug Loader, Accu-Placer with Verification System
Capacity:
Up to 12 layers/minute - approximately 90 sticks/minute

This patent pending
feature allows operators
to use low cost sticks on low value products, and higher
cost sticks on high value products.

The TS Accu-Placer was designed with modularity in
mind. Systems are customizable for placement rates of
150+ sticks per minute. Combined with 12+ layers per
minute of placing capacity, the TS Accu-Placer becomes
one of the fastest, most accurate stick placers on the
market today.

TS Multi-Chain System (Patent Pending)
This revolutionary concept allows the lug system to run
continuously gaining up to 30% lug filling time.
TS multi-chains allow automatic pattern filling and
production improvements while handling empty lug and
misfilled lug patterns automatically, without operator
interruption.

Automatic handling of two or more stick types allows you
to immediately upgrade to automatic stick placement,
with the stick savings often exceeding the cost of the
stick placer itself. These savings continue with reduced
operating costs on lower value packages, compared with
sticking all packages with more expensive sticks.

Series 2: Automatic Stick Placing with Stick Scanning and Sorting
Series 2 Specs: Deep Pile Chains, Unscrambler, Tong Dog Lug Loader, Stick Scanning & Rejection System, Accu-Placer with Verification System
Capacity:
Up to 12 layers/minute - approximately 100 sticks/minute

 Dual stick type feed system with dedicated, type
specific, deep pile chains, and unscramblers
 Push button stick type transition occurs in the time
required to discharge a package

Stick Scanning System
The Stick Scanning and Rejection System ensures that all
sticks meet the specific length, width, thickness, curvature
and bow requirements you specify.

Series 3: Lug Loader Free with Stick Rejection and Automatic Loading
Series 3 Specs: Deep Pile Chains, Pile Metering Stick Step Feeder, Singulating Unscrambler, Stick Scanning & Rejection System, TS Multi-Chain
Pattern Building, Accu-Placer with Verification System Capacity: Up to 12+ layers/minute - approximately 135 sticks/minute

Only acceptable sticks are placed upon the pack. This
allows you to specify the quality of stick you wish to place
and make adjustments based on the lumber value you’re
sticking. Run slower but get more sticks per minute. 

Singulating Unscrambler
& Step Feeder

Series 4: Maximum Stick per Minute with Automatic Loading and Rejection

This system can be combined with our patent pending
TS multi-chains, to create a revolutionary lug loader free
system.

Series 4 Specs: Deep Pile Chains, Pile Metering Incline Chains (or Step Feeder), Unscrambler, Tong Dog Lug Loader, Stick Scanning & Rejection
System, TS Multi-Chain Pattern Building, Accu-Placer with Verification System Capacity: Up to 12+ layers/minute - approx. 150 sticks/minute

90° Transfer Option
This option allows stick handling to occur behind the
stacker operator, allowing better access to the stick chains
while keeping their focus on course makeup efficiency
(and not lug loader efficiency). This results in more layers
per minute and more efficient kiln usage.

Canada, US & International Patents Pending
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Rosser Head Debarker

Debarker Features

Options
 Operator’s cab with heating and air conditioning

TS Rosser Head Debarkers are designed to be the most
rugged, low maintenance and longest lasting systems on
the market. With our unique and wide array of options, a TS
Debarker can be customized to suit your specific application.
Log kicker arms are mounted on shaft with babbitt bearings.

 Combination debarker / reducer with carriage mounted
reducer head or bottom mounted reducer head and
overhead hold down wheels
 Hourglass rolls ahead of debarker to get optimum ‘0’ line

Model 6-36

Model 8-48

Debarks logs from

6”- 36”

8”- 48”

Debarker head

40 HP

50 HP

Hydraulic system

20 HP

30 HP

 Turning wheels and kicker arms with locking hubs
eliminate troublesome shaft keyways. This strengthens
shafts and allows for adjustable wheel spacing for
changing log supplies.

Carriage pulled with
heavy roller chain

20 HP

30 HP

 Customized to suit log requirements

 Heavy duty Anson split bearings or bushings

 Waste conveyor, bin storage, and truck loading systems
are also available

All of the standard model features above are upgradeable
and customizable. Contact a TS salesman for more.

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about the TS Rosser Head Debarker.
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Log Reducers

TS Manufacturing Log Reducers are the ideal solution to
log butt flare and its resulting inefficiencies throughout
the line. Whether you’re looking for reduced maintenance
on your debarker head or veneer knives, or simply wish to
solve material flow issues associated with large slabs, a
Log Reducer from TS is an excellent solution.
Designed to reduce the butt swell on softwood or
hardwood logs from 6” to 48” in diameter and 6’ to tree
length, our 40” long cutter head utilizes staggered, carbide
tipped knives for a smooth finish. Unlike other systems,
our standard cutting head feeds from the underside, giving
a perfect reduction in line with the log’s natural taper. This
creates a butt flare reduction in line with the longitudinal
axis of the log without reducing its volume. The overhead
wheels apply pressure to prevent the log from skewing or
bucking. This ensures consistent depth of cut every time.

Our standard unit comes with hydraulically powered
turning wheels and wheel agressiveness control
attachments. Our combination debarker / reducer units
use all of the features of the standard log reducer and add
a carriage mounted Rosserhead Debarker. These units are
available in high production, bottom mounted reducers, or
the lower cost, overhead, carriage-mounted designs. The
turning wheels come with smooth attachments that allow
you to reduce the aggressiveness of the feed rollers.

Options
 Hourglass rolls ahead of the reducer for optimum ‘0’ line
 Heavy duty split bearings or bushings
 Operator’s cab
 Turning wheels and lift arms with locking hubs eliminate
troublesome shaft keyways, increase shaft strength,
and allow for adjustable wheel spacing for changing
log supplies

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Log Reducers.
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 Waste conveyor, bin storage and truck loading systems
are also available
 Combination unit with a 636 or 848 Heavy Duty
Rosserhead Debarker system
 Customized to suit your log requirements
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Chip Screens
Specs
 Mounted on 4 tie rods with universal joints
 Orbital action
 Multiple screen levels
 Standard 1800 rpm motor, TEFC
 Heavy duty double taper roller bearings
 Self contained counterweight
 Frame of structural steel tubing
 Easy to install, operate, and maintain

Options
 Multiple screens and sizes
 Discharge spouts and configuration
 Built in cyclone feeder
 Punch plate screens in round, square, & oblong shapes
 Woven wire screens
 Custom screen sizing
 Fines can be fed into a TS High Pressure Pneumatic
Conveying System
 Economy chipping / screening systems are also
available

TS Rotary Screens are available in standard sizes ranging
from 12 to 66 units*. Their counter-balanced design allows
for high speed operations and lower equipment fatigue.
The durable construction incorporates tie rod mounting
and heavy duty, double taper, roller bearings for maximum
durability and reduced maintenance.

With TS Manufacturing’s 40+ years of experience, and
in-house engineering department, every screen can be
customized to suit your particular application.
*(1 unit = 200ft3 / ~ 6 m3)

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Chip Screens.
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Disc Screens
Options
 AR discs and wall liners
 Timing belt drive
 Serpentine oil bath drive
 Multiple Drive System
 Removable and replaceable discs
 Zero speed switch
 Emergency pull cord switch
 Anti-jam trip current relay

Multiple Drive System

High Volume Classifier

Serpentine Oil Bath Drive

Available in 4 standard sizes, or designed
to meet customer specifications. Shaft seals
and double wall construction eliminate
spillage at the shaft opening.

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Disc Screens.
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Vibrating Conveyors

Options

Specs
With a wide range of styles, sizes and options to choose
from, TS Manufacturing has a Vibrating Conveyor solution
to suit your needs.
Depending on requirements, we can supply Heavy Duty
Coil Spring Vibrating Conveyors, or Medium/Light Duty
Leaf Spring Vibrating Conveyors (complete with screen
out sections and transition spouts). For more specialized
applications, our Counter Balanced Vibrating Conveyors
and Vibrating Floor Systems are both available in light,
medium, and heavy duty configurations.

 Built-in screen out sections reduce maintenance on
components down the line

Positive Action Eccentric Drive System
Every TS Manufacturing Vibrating Conveyor utilizes our
Positive Action Eccentric Drive that is ruggedly built to
sustain normal load variations that occur during operation,
and incorporates a special shock absorbing wrist pin that
substantially prolongs the life of the drive system.

 Fiberglass sections for use with metal detectors
 Magnetic trap to catch metal particulates
 Transitions designed to suit application requirements
 Custom profiles and shapes are available upon request

Natural Frequency
Using state of the art engineering facilities, every
conveyor is designed to operate as close as possible
to its natural frequency to minimize operating power
requirements and equipment stress while under load.

Extremely Low Maintenance
Every Leaf Spring Series Vibrating Conveyor utilizes a
special material for the springs that is impervious to
moisture, oils and most chemicals, allowing for longer
spring life. Combine this with our specialized wrist pin
and custom designs and matches for specific needs, and
TS Manufacturing consistently provides products with a
lower total cost of ownership.

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Vibrating Conveyors.
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Residual Material Handling

Truss Conveyors

TS Vibrating Conveyors

Each TS Conveyor is custom engineered and manufactured to suit your application. TS Manufacturing will engineer, detail
and certify all Truss Conveyor drawings to meet engineering standards.

Belt Conveying

TS Vibrating Conveyors are available in heavy duty and medium duty designs. Each conveyor is built with a TS designed,
positive action eccentric drive, minimizing the effect of load variations. TS Vibrating Conveyors are engineered and
balanced to reduce the requirements of foundations and substructures.

TS Gallery Conveying

TS Belt Conveyors are available in trough, flat slider and tube conveyor designs. Our adjustable skirting ensures a smooth
transition of materials and prolongs belt life. Impact sections are custom engineered to suit your application. Optional hoods
keep elements out of the material and dust in.

TS Manufacturing has designed and manufactured a variety of Gallery Conveying Systems. With installations ranging
from 40’-3000’, we have the capacity to handle the largest of gallery conveying requirements.

www.tsman.com

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Residual Handling Systems.
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Boiler Feed Systems
Conveying & Screening Systems

Each Reclaim and Boiler Feed System requires a
combination of Conveying & Screening Systems. These
can include:
 Vibrating Conveyors
 Belt Conveyors
 Pneumatic Systems
 Screw Conveyors

TS Manufacturing has been providing custom Boiler Feed
Systems for over 40 years. Our knowledge & experience in
large and small systems allows us to design and build the
right solution for you. Whether you need a Reclaim & Silo
Solution, Stoker Floor Pile Reclaim, or a Travelling Screw
Reclaim System, we have the experience and facilities to
design exactly what you require.

 Paddle Style Conveyors
 Chain Conveyors
 Flexi-Wall Belt
Conveyors

All of these can be paired with size check screening
to ensure consistent material feed. These screening
systems include Rotary, Disc or Vibratory Screens.

Travelling Screw Reclaim

Stoker Floor Pile Reclaim

Stoker Floor Reclaims offer the many benefits pile
reclaiming, with minimal maintenance. These ‘Stoker
Floor’ or ‘Ladder Floor’ systems can sustain enormous
piles in covered or open air environments. With the
addition of a dust shroud and lump breaker, these systems
allow increased uptime and flexible pile sizes. Their
rugged construction allows the size of the pile to be
significantly larger than the active floor area. Driving on
top of the floor system, for pile reshaping, is common.

Reclaim & Screening Systems

The Travelling Screw Reclaim allows piles to be actively
reclaimed without the need for hydraulics. These
Travelling Auger Systems allow the active reclaim area
to be increased without a significant increase in reclaim
costs. The screw system traverses under the pile,
removing the material as requested by the boiler feed.

www.tsman.com
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To ensure a steady supply of material, each Boiler
System requires a metering bin to handle feed system
surges. These bins are custom designed to meet the
specifications of your project, and easily handle the high
temperature environments within the boiler room.

These systems allow a large amount of material to be
efficiently stored and metered into your boiler system.
These can be fed by Truck Dumping Systems (available
with integrated screening), or Loader Systems, depending
on requirements. Reclaims are available in truck receiving,
multi-chain or belt style systems.

Visit our website to find out
more about TS Boiler Feed Systems.
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